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Bay Area philately is truly blessed having access to a premier
show like WESTPEX. The show is one of the largest shows
anywhere, attracting both dealers and collectors from around
the world.
Show times are:
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Club Blog
www.sjscblog.net

Filatelic Fiesta Website
www.filatelicfiesta.com

Correspondence:
San Jose Stamp Club
PO Box 730993
San Jose, CA 95173
_______________________________________

the San Jose Stamp
Club on Facebook

Friday 10AM – 6PM
Saturday 10AM – 6PM
Sunday 10AM – 4PM

The $5 admission is good for all 3 days of the show. Children
under 15 are free with an adult. There is ample parking, and
plenty of places close by to grab something to eat or drink.
Bring the kids (or grandkids) and take advantage of the Youth
and Beginner area.
The guest societies this year are the American Air Mail
Society, Women Exhibitors and the Rhodesian Study Circle.
There should be plenty of interesting displays and things to see.
Don’t miss this opportunity to take in this premier philatelic
event right here in our own backyard.
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What's a Freak? -- By Al Mignery
these freaks are often within the financial reach of
practically every philatelist.

Virtually since the very first U.S. stamps were issued
in 1847 printers have been making mistakes in the
production of postage stamps. The printers,
themselves, hate these mistakes and dislike it even
more when, inadvertently, these little blunders end
up being among the stamps sold at post offices.

Assembling a collection of U.S. freak stamps not
only produces for you a collection that will be a
terrific “conversation piece” whenever you show
your album to philatelist and non-philatelist alike,
but an enduring study of how stamps are produced.
Not only that, but such stamps have a tradition of
nicely rising in value over the years. This is one of
the essential reasons why collecting freaks has
become quite popular in recent years.

But for the philatelist, these printing goofs are the
stuff from which dreams are made. Every collector
has, at once time or another, wished that he/she
would one day walk into a post office and make a
lucky purchase of some spectacular error that ends
up becoming a major philatelic classic...and worth
lots of money.

What are freak stamps?
As opposed to what are known as “Errors” (which is
the classification under which the inverted Jenny
falls) that are blatant mistakes on the part of
individual pressmen, designers, and/or platemakers,
a “freak” is a “production variety”. Such a variety
occurs with the printing presses, perforation
machines and other mechanical devices go awry
during the printing process—often due to a printing
employee not checking what’s going on and what is
coming off the presses and perforating machines.

Such was the case when William T. Robey strolled
into a Washington, D.C. post office in May of 1918.
After actually “wishing” his impending purchase of
a full pane of the brand new 24-cent bicolor airmail
stamp would end up being one on which the stamp
might be inverted, that’s exactly what happened! He
walked out of the post office with his full pane of
“Inverted Jennys” and into philatelic history. He
managed to sell the entire pane several days later for
close to five times his annual salary!

Because the printers who produce America’s stamps
are manufacturing literally billions of stamps a
month, many of these freaks end up getting into the
post office distribution stream. And because quite
often a sizable number of them end up “going
public”, the retail prices for them can be especially
low.

Stamp collectors needn’t wait to become another
Robey. What a boring hobby it would be if every
collector waited for years, hoping to make such a
discovery. Today, America’s postal service
continually (and inadvertently) turns out printing
freaks that are, in effect, just as colorful and often as
amazing as the inverted Jenny. And best of all,

Continued on next page
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What’s a Freak continued…

1847. Obviously, some of our classic 19th century
stamps (like the 1847s) can be expensive (and in this
regard, we’re referring mostly to the stamps with a
face value of only two or three cents) whether you
find them as freaks or not. However, remember that
most of the common 19th century stamps used to pay
the simple letter rate (two or three cents) are still
quite inexpensive in any condition.

What are some of the ways a stamp can end up being
a freak? Most of the time, a freak occurs in either the
printing of the color(s) on a stamp or in the
perforating process.

Freaks on our earlier issues command higher values
than their “normal” counterparts, but their prices are
not generally outside the scope of the average
collector’s budget. And as a matter of fact, because
many people who offer classic freaks for sale don’t
really know what they are (they are generally not
listed in Scott), you can often find them at
particularly attractive prices.
No matter how you collect freaks, they are part of the
rich history of stamp printing and production. And
by collecting them over the range of 150 years of
production, one ends up with a collection full of
important philatelic history.

The 50 cents Postage Due stamp (Scott No. J98) has
a rather dramatic shift in the black denomination
plate which, though somewhat common in these
issues, is quite striking here.

Need more info? Go to the Errors, Freaks and
Oddities Collectors Club. Dues are just $16 per year
for this worldwide organization. They publish a
wonderful journal, The EFO Collector, and have a
useful website: www.efoers.org. You may also write
to them at: EFOCC, 3561 Country Court North,
Mobile, AL 36619-5335.
__________________________________________
Remember the Dates!

The two cent Jefferson coil stamp of the 1954 Liberty
Series (Scott No. 1055) has a wonderful perforation
shift—a freak that is unusual, but common enough
on countless issues from the 1800s to date that they
can be reasonably priced.

Apr 2

San Jose Stamp Club Meeting

Apr 7-8

Easter Seals Benefit Stamp Show

Nearly 150 Years of Freaks

Apr 18

San Jose Stamp Club Meeting

Apr 20-22

Santa Clara Stamp & Coin Show

Apr 27-29

WESTPEX

Apr 28-29

Vintage Paper Show

These kinds of weird and much-talked-about stamps
have been with us all through the history of stamp
production and, of course, the philatelic hobby. One
can even find them on our first postage stamps from
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you’re among friends, so don’t worry if you forget
something. So, who will step up and lead setting
these up? Everyone should think about what they can
talk about (even if the philatelic content is thin).

Presidents Message
It continues to be my pleasure to serve as the club
president and thankful for your years of support.
Because of the challenges we went through earlier
this year around Fiesta, I’ve done a lot of reading and
introspection about leadership. As is obvious and I
wrote about last month, we are a “social club” and as
such, I wouldn’t expect anyone to continue if this
stopped being fun and informative. In all I’ve
experienced and read about leadership, I think a
critical aspect is to listen. If anybody has something
on their mind about the club, show, or philately, I’m
listening.

Going forward, I have a goal of the SJSC serving as
a catalyst for philatelic societies to start a Bay Area
chapter. There is a lot we can do to help a society
chapter to get started and recruit members. While we
wouldn’t run the society chapter, we can be a leader
in making them happen.
New members will join the club if we continue to get
ourselves “out there” and promote that philately is
alive and well in the 21st Century. Our great
challenge is get more people to recognize the fun and
educational opportunities stamp collecting offers.
Far too many people think that because we use fewer
stamps than we used to, that our beloved hobby is
near or already dead. That isn’t their fault since there
is very little about the hobby out in the mainstream
& social media. With so few retail stamp shops, it is
reasonable to expect that many will think philately is
dead.

We all want SJSC membership to be something that
is both fun and helps us move our collecting forward.
One of the things I really enjoy about the SJSC is that
even at our modest size, we have a diverse range of
collecting interests and experience. When a question
or issue comes up on a philatelic topic, there is
almost always somebody in the club who has a
measure of expertise. Everyone is a leader in that
they are a club authority on their collecting area. For
example, when the club recently received a nice
donation of UK material, I showed it to our resident
expert on Britain, Stan, and he gave some good
advice on what to do.

As we add new members, I hope each of us
experienced collectors will step into the role of
being a leader / mentor. I was fortunate to have a
Grandmother to mentor me (as well earning my
stamp collecting merit badge from the local
postmaster). Many people quit collecting because
they feel like they don’t know what they’re doing or
have a vision of where to take it. Let’s be the
inspiration for new collectors to keep collecting or
established collectors to take their collection to the
next level.

One way you can help provide leadership to the club
is help coordinate meeting programs. It would be a
tremendous help to have someone line up speakers
and programs. We’ve enjoyed some tremendous
presentations in the past month or so. If you saw
these, you witnessed some rare and fascinating
material. Ron Yamagami’s talk on the Japanese
internment camps was a very special night. My
personal favorite item wasn’t philatelic, but a portrait
of his father taken by legendary photographer Ansel
Adams. At our second meeting in March, Steve
Schumann showed his collection of covers sent to
New Zealand soldiers in POW camps during WWII.
Many of us had never seen anything like these before
and Steve gave a very informative talk on these very
rare items. One common thing through these and all
our presentations is that they are done very
informally. So please don’t feel intimidated because
you don’t have something “fancy”. It’s just us,

Our club show, Filatelic Fiesta, offers a great many
ways for each of us to lead an aspect of the show.
We can be very proud of how we have stepped up
to make the show a success and given it our own
personality. Club member participation is key.
Everyone should feel like they can contribute in
some to the show.

Continued on next page
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Presidents Message continued…
We each have our own strengths and limitations, and
I’m certain if you talk to Jessica, she will find a way
for you to lead an aspect of the show.

Then on August 24, 1912, Congress approved a
parcel post law providing such service and
authorized the U.S. Post Office Department to
produce stamps to pay the parcel fees, to be effective
January 1, 1913.

One of the aspects we work as a Boy Scout leader is
that it is a “safe place to fail”. Obviously, we want
the boys to succeed and we don’t let anybody get
hurt. However, a failure isn’t always the worst thing
to happen. A boy/teen who has tried and failed at
something is better prepared for adulthood than the
kid who hasn’t. Likewise, in business, a company
that never tries anything new out of fear of failure is
doomed. Whether it is someone nervous about public
speaking or someone trying a new project; we need
to support the possibility of failure.

Twelve stamps were authorized for this service, in
three sets of four, with the first four stamps
representing the workers that delivered the mail, the
second four representing the transportation methods
for delivering that mail, and the last set of four
representing the industries which would be using this
new service. The nine stamps above were released to
Post Offices prior to the January 1 date. Three other
stamps were issued after the January “deadline”, the
3¢, 50¢ and $1 stamps, for reasons detailed on their
page.

Leadership, we ALL are a leader in our own way.
Nobody should feel intimated or unable to lead. The
SJSC will have a great future if each of us step into a
leadership role. You can be a club expert on a
philatelic topic; organizing speakers; lead a local
chapter of a society; be a mentor to a new member;
help at Fiesta… Where will you be a leader?

By the way, the 20-cent stamp is the first stamp in
the world to depict an airplane, some six years before
airmail stamps came into being.

Brian
__________________________________________
The Fourth Class Follies of 1913
By Percy Doane

The parcel post stamps didn’t last long. Since all
stamps had the same color, this led to some confusion
among not only people who used the parcel post
service, but actual employees of the USPOD! Also
weird: they were printed in sheets of 180, e.g., four
panes of 45. On July 1, 1913, only six months after
the Parcel Post regulations went into effect, the
Parcel Post stamp lost its uniqueness because it had
been stipulated that any kind of postage stamp could
then be used to pay for parcel post.

Short-lived, strange to have been issued in the first
place, and colorful, yet unpopular. Those are just a
few words to describe what I think are some of the
most interesting, and collectable, of all of America’s
stamps: The Parcel Post Issues.
Before the year 1912, the delivery of all kinds of
parcels (people were known to even ship live human
beings via parcels, by the way!) were handled by
private companies. But even though this business
was highly lucrative for these companies, America’s
farmers in rural areas were not getting proper service.
Keep in mind that, in those days, most Americans
lived out in the country, on farms and in tiny towns.

Obviously, these stamps are collected on pieces torn
from package wrappers, but also on regular
commercially-used covers because the stamps were
always valid for not only parcel post fees, but for
regular postage. And just as obviously, they make for
a very colorful collection, even a philatelic exhibit!
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Guidelines for buying stamps on eBay
"Caveat emptor" or "buyer beware" is still the best
advice when buying on eBay. It is ultimately up to you
not to get taken in by the tactics of dodgy sellers, by
being alert for telltale signs and by using your
commonsense. Here are a few tips:

Read shipping and payment terms carefully. -- Are
shipping costs unreasonable high? If the seller does not
clearly list shipping and payment terms, ask via e-mail
before bidding.
Check the seller's returns policy carefully. -- Is the
length of time permitted long enough? Will the seller
offer a refund of the full purchase price including all
shipping charges paid for items incorrectly described or
identified? Will the seller allow for an extension if you
want to have the item expertised, and absorb costs of
the certificate and postage should it be deemed not "as
described"? If you are buying a stamp that is frequently
faked or misidentified, insist on your right to get a
certificate.

Improve your knowledge. -- Learn all you can about
your specific
collecting interest. A wealth of
information exists in books, journals and Internet sites.
Money spent on literature will be money spent wisely.
You will have a better chance of being able to detect
altered items, fakes and forgeries.
Check the feedback of the seller. -- Don't be lulled
into a false sense of security by a high feedback
rating. Make sure to read all negative and neutral
comments. They tell something about what service
you will receive if something goes wrong. For stamps,
anything under 99% positive feedback is a bad
sign. Also, check the feedback of those leaving
negative and neutral comments. Sometimes it's not the
seller's fault.

Look for signs of shill bidding. -- If some of the users
you bid against have very low feedback, if they bid only
on the same seller's items, and if there is a great variety
of items they bid on from the same seller, retract your
bids and report the shill bidding to eBay.
Never bid on an "as is" auction. -- If the seller cannot
guarantee the stamp, the chances are that it is not what
it is claimed to be.

Check the scan very carefully for signs of damage,
alteration, reperfing, erased cancels, etc. -- Has the
seller mentioned any visible faults in the
description? If you're not sure of the stamp, ask
someone with knowledge of the area to look at the
scan. Never buy an item if no image is available. Nor
from sellers who do not put up images until near
auction end, as this is just a ploy to prevent
questionable items from being reported earlier.

Never bid in a private auction or from sellers with
private feedback. -- Private auctions can be used to
conceal shill bidding (which artificially inflates the
final sale price) and to prevent buyers of
misrepresented items from being notified of
such. Private feedback can be used to hide buyer
dissatisfaction with misdescribed items, a poor returns
policy or scam auction tactics.

Check the description of the item. -- Is it overdescribed or over-graded for the quality of the item
shown? Check out the seller's other lots to get a feel
for the descriptions and general quality of items
offered.

Be wary of auctions of short duration. -- Ask
yourself why a seller would list items for only 3 days,
or even one day. These auctions are most often used to
avoid scrutiny, with reported items often sold before
eBay has a chance to act.

Ask any questions you may have about the item
before you bid. -- If the scan is unclear, ask for a better
scan, especially if the stamp being offered has a high
catalogue value or is commonly forged, reperfed, or
otherwise altered. Ask for a scan of the reverse as
well.

Continued on next page
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eBay continued…

Some Famous Stamp Collectors

Learn about the seller. -- Good feedback is no
guarantee for an honest seller. Some buyers were
willing victims, knowing that they bought junk, and
others might not know they were defrauded. Check if
the seller is indeed a member of any respected philatelic
organisations mentioned in the listing. Use Internet
search engines and ask on off-eBay message boards if
you are unsure about a seller.
Observe the seller's reactions to being informed of
misdescribed lots. -- A good indicator of the ethics of
a seller is the response given to a polite email supported
by references to literature, etc that the item offered is a
fake or forgery. If the seller decides to change or make
additions to the description, or ends the auction early
after writing to any bidders, and re-lists with the new
description and possibly an altered price, then you may
feel more confident in any future dealings.

The United Kingdom’s Queen Elizabeth has
collected first day cover envelopes from the UK and
overseas since 1952.

If the dealer is bad, the deal is bad. -- If the seller
appears or is demonstrably questionable, no deal you
can make is worth the hassle. Put the seller on your
"don't buy" list. It isn't even worth looking at the lots
of such a seller.
15) Leave honest feedback. -- Many buyers always
leave positive feedback, even when they know they
were scammed. Doing so is a disservice to the
community, and undermines the credibility of the
feedback system.
___________________________________________

Guitarist Ronnie Wood, famous for his work with,
among others, The Faces and The Rolling Stones
also collects stamps.
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The Philosophy of Stamp Collecting
The Crow , the organizer, the historian and the banker
Human beings love to collect things. Well.. most
human beings do. It is very appealing for a few
different reasons. And stamps fit very well into all of
these reasons!

thousands) of stamps. Each one unique and
different. Kind of fun yes?

The Organizer - This is part of a need within
human beings to exercise control over our
environment. We like to set things into order. And
stamps fulfill this very well. Stamps are carefully
defined by numbers and there are lots of albums that
will hold them perfectly preserved and in perfect
order. Checkmark for this one too!

It is a bit of a quirky thing, stamp collecting. When
you stop and think about it there is even a little bit
of an absurdity to it. After all they are little pieces
of paper with drawings on them. But we do love to
collect things. Let me cover a few different reasons
for collecting and why stamp collecting perfectly
fits it.

The Historian - This goes to curiosity. Every single
stamp has a story. Yup! That is kind of wonderful.
And it is a layered history. What I mean is that the
stamp itself tells a story or commemorates
something with a story. And the birth of that
particular stamp often has a story. How did that
stamp come into being itself.

The Crow - The Magpie and the Crow have the
reputation of collecting shiny things. Whether or not
that is true doesn't matter for them. But for human
beings it most certainly is true. We love shiny little
things whether they be jewels, baubles, electronic
devices or the whole host of other things. And
stamps are a perfect fit for that. You can cheaply
gather a collection of lots and lots (tens of

Continued on next page
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U.S. Stamp timeline, history, firsts
and events

Philosophy continued…

Here is a timeline of postal history in the United
States from it's beginning to today. I show you the
highlights of stamps over this period of time.
(1847)When and what was the first United
States stamp? - Two stamps were issued in 1847.
They were the Franklin 5 cent and the Washington
10 cent stamps. These are Scott catalog #1 and #2.
These stamps in various condition can sell for
upward of twenty thousand dollars!

The Banker - This one is probably the trickiest but
it holds very true. Stamps have value. They have
real value and they have collectible value. By real
value I mean they can be put on envelopes and used
to pay for the letter to be sent. And by collectible
value I mean they have a perceived and loosely
agreed upon price between a stamp seller and a
stamp buyer. And.... a stamp collector with time and
investment can accumulate value in a collection.
Which means money :) The stamp ($1 Columbian)
typically sells for over $1,000.

(1857-1861) The first perforated stamps were
issued. - Before 1857 stamps were issued in sheets
and postal workers had to cut away individual
stamps. A perforation machine was invented by an
Englishman named Henry Archer and the US postal
service quickly adopted it to make stamp separation
easier. The post office re-issued the stamps that
were issued between 1851 and 1856 this time as
perforated stamps.

So, all of these different aspects of human behavior
are all very well suited by stamp collecting. Is it no
wonder that we do it?

1857 Perforated Stamps were introduced - (often
referred to as perfs or perfins) These were stamps
that had perforated holes in them that spelled out
letters or acronyms. Companies bought stamps and
perforated them as a deterrent to theft. There are
approximately 6400 different perfins that were
issued in the US.

__________________________________________
Club Blog & Website
Blog Updates

1861 - Earlier stamps were declared invalid Yes, because of the outbreak of the civil war all
previous stamps were declared invalid. So,
technically, they are still invalid and cannot be used
as postage. But stamps from 1861 forward can still
be used. Although I wouldn't want to use a valuable
1861 stamp as simple postage!!

No Activity
Website Updates
Presentations page updated.
Club meeting Minutes from 03/07/18 uploaded.
Club meeting Minutes from 02/21/18 uploaded.
Calendar Updated.
All 2012 Newsletters uploaded.
March Newsletter uploaded.

First commemorative stamp - There can be a bit
of disagreement about this but usually the 15 cent
Lincoln stamp issued in 1866 did commemorate
Lincoln who was assassinated the year before.
Continued on next page
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Timeline continued…

1885-1997 - Special Delivery - in 1885 the postal
service instituted special delivery at some of its post
offices where once a special delivery envelope
arrived at a post office a messenger would
immediately deliver it to the recipient. This first
stamp had a face value of 10 cents.

(1867 - 1871) Grilled Stamps - By 1867 there was
concern by the postal service that people were
removing stamps and washing them. Thereby being
able to use them again. This was a source of lost
revenue for the postal service so they instituted a
process called grilling where small breaks in the
stamp were made in patterns. This would enable the
cancellation ink to soak into the broken fibers of the
stamps making them impossible to wash clean.
These grilled stamps were issued for certain stamps
between 1867 and 1871.
1869 - The first pictorials stamps were issued. Up
until this year and worldwide all stamps had a
design of a president, statesman or other famous
person. These stamps (Scott 112 thru 122) depicted
various things like a Pony Express rider, the SS
Adriatic and even reproductions of famous
paintings.

1893 - The First Commemoratives (The
Columbians) These were a set of 16 stamps issued
at the World Columbian exposition in 1893 in
Chicago. They commemorated the 400 year since
Columbus. Some of these stamps, in mint condition
are worth thousands of dollars and they are very
popular with collectors. These are a purer form of
commemorative and more in line with our current
definition for what a commemorative is.

It is of note that these pictorial stamps were not well
received by the public!
The Bank Note Years
(1870-1893) Three Bank Note Companies were
contracted to print postage stamps. These
companies were printers of currency. And because
of popular outcry the postal service returned to
portraits of famous people on stamps. Three
different companies were contracted to print stamps
during the years 1870 and 1893. The three
companies were the National Bank Note Company,
the Continental Bank Note Company and the
American Bank Note company.

Continued on next page
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Timeline continued…
1895 First Water Marked Stamps - Watermarking
is a technique for embedding a mark on paper before
the stamps are printed on it. This is a way of
guarding against counterfeiting.
Watermarks were the letters U, S, P and S in a
repeating pattern across full sheets so many stamps
only have a portion of a letter or a portion of two
letters. This picture shows a very nice watermark
with a complete "U".

1918 - First Airmail Stamps –
1948 - The poultry stamp. Congress was looking
for ways to promote business and industry and this
stamp was the first attempt at using stamps to this
measure. The stamp wasn't well received but it did
change how stamps were perceived by government.
You could say that this stamp was the first stamp
used to promote something other than letter
mailing!

1898 - The Universal Postal Union Colors - in
1898 the Post office set a standard for the color and
the denomination that made it easier to recognize
the stamps and what they were paying for. Green
was for the 1 cent post card, Red for 2 cent stamps
(domestic letter rate) and blue for 5 cent stamps
(international letter rate). These were the most
common three rates but other colors and rates were
established. In the picture below you can see the 1
cent green Franklin, the 2 cent red Washington and
the 5 cent blue Grant.

1974 - The First Self Adhesive Stamp was issued
- This was a Christmas stamp ( The Dove of peace
Weathervane stamp) and it proved to not be very
popular.
1993 - The Elvis Stamp - This stamp was issued in
1993 and it was a spectacular success. It also was
part of a marketing campaign where the postal
service asked the general public to decide which
stamp would be the official stamp printed, a young
Elvis or an older Elvis. The young Elvis won.

1906 - 1908 - Imperforate stamps return Imperforate stamps made a temporary come back
because they were suitable for stamp vending
machines. The machine companies could cut the
sheets of stamps into strips then attach the strips
together and create large coils of stamps that could
then be perforated horizontally or vertically for
vending in their machines.

2007 - The first Forever stamps were issued. (The
liberty bell stamp)
________________________________________________
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America’s 100 Greatest Stamps

Club Member/Dealers
Richard Clever
Asia Philatelics
P.O. Box 730993, San Jose, CA 95173-0993
Phone: (408) 238-0893 Fax: (408) 238-2539
Email: richard@asiaphilatelics.com
Web Site: www.asiaphilatelics.com
(China, Asia, Ireland, Japan)
Ron Biell
Euro-Asian Stamps
P.O. Box 20562, San Jose, CA 95160
Phone: (408) 323-8702 Fax: 408) 323-8702
Email: rbiell-dsl@sbcglobal.net
Web Site: www.eurasiastamps.com
(China, Japan, Baltics, Russia, W. Europe, Covers
Worldwide)

#85 – Scott CL1 1877 Buffalo Balloon

Doug Gary
Douglas Gary
P.O. Box 457, Campbell, CA 95009
Phone: (408) 274-3939
Email: doug_gary@hotmail.com
(USA & Worldwide Postal History, Stamps,
Autographs, Postcards)

#84 – Scott 314a 1902 Grant Schermack Coil

Deepak Jaiswal
The India Specialist
PO Box 50848, Palo Alto, CA 94303
Phone: (650) 387-3885 Fax: (650) 561-4044
Email: info@stampbay.com
(India)
Walt Kransky
Walts Postcards
www.thepostcard.com
Email: wrsky@att.net
(philatelic material, covers, postcards)
#83 – Scott 342 1908 George Washington
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